Introduction
============

The genome of most of bacteria is carried by a single circular chromosome, which is replicated bi-directionally from a single origin in a highly controlled manner. Approximately 10% of the bacterial species have their genome divided in two, or more, large replicative DNA molecules, with a main chromosome, and one or several secondary replicons (second chromosomes and/or megaplasmids) ([@B56]; [@B129]; [@B29]). Several evidences suggest that second chromosomes originate from plasmids that have been domesticated by their ancestral host to become *bona fide* chromosomes ([@B56]). Plasmids could represent up to 30% of the bacterial genomes, and in some cases large plasmids were called megaplasmids. One of the founding events of plasmid or megaplasmid domestication involves the transfer of essential core genes from the main chromosome to the plasmid. Certainly because of their plasmid ancestry, all studied secondary chromosomes carry a plasmid-like replication system. In the alpha-proteobacteria *Rhodobacter sphaeroides* the secondary replicon carries a *repABC* replication system ([@B126]; [@B14]), while, all the species belonging to the *Vibrionaceae* family have a specific iteron plasmid-like replication system dedicated to their second chromosome ([@B96]). Nonetheless, mechanisms controlling the second chromosomes replication appear to be more sophisticated than that controlling plasmid replication. Combining essential core genes and plasmid-like replication origin, second chromosomes exhibit features of chromosomes and plasmids, and thus were named chromids. From now on, we will use this terminology for such replicons ([@B56]).

Faithful transmission of genetic information from a mother cell to daughter cells requires cell cycle coordinated replication and segregation of the genetic material before cell division. Chromosomal replication has an elaborated control of when to start DNA replication (timing of initiation); an accurate replication-elongation stage and a termination that untangles the replicated chromosomes now ready for partitioning ([@B120]; [@B116]). Chromosomes differ from plasmids in part by their replication controls, both in terms of initiation process and by their integration to the cell cycle. Chromosome replication generally occurs once per cell cycle and responds to cell growth parameters. On the contrary, plasmids may replicate in a cell cycle independent manner and their replication can be initiated randomly during the cell cycle ([@B93]). That being said, this last affirmation has been for years subject to debate, as for example, the F and R1 model plasmids supposedly replicate at a particular time during the cell cycle ([@B152]; [@B108]). Replication initiation of almost all replicons starts when the origin-specific replication initiator recognizes and binds motifs located in a well-defined origin region ([@B140]). With the exception of certain symbiotic species and few cyanobacteria, chromosomal DNA replication is initiated at a conserved replication origin, *oriC*, and is orchestrated by DnaA, the "universal" initiator of chromosomal replication in bacteria ([@B2]; [@B95]; [@B55]). Plasmid replication can be controlled either by the binding of an initiator to repeated sequences called iterons, or by a small antisense RNA ([@B18]; [@B8]; [@B46]). Chromids contain a replication origin related to the one of plasmids and thus have retained many of plasmid-like features. Megaplasmids and chromids seem both to share a more tightly controlled replication ([@B115]; [@B40]). However, due to their large size, chromids probably necessitated additional mechanisms of initiation control, which permit a well-defined replication initiation mostly integrated to the cell cycle. Two major types of chromids are distinguished based on their replication mechanisms: iteron chromids and *repABC* chromids. The *repABC* chromids are exclusively found in the alphaproteobacteria and their replication is dependent on an operon composed of three genes: *repA*, *repB*, and *repC*. Even if, only RepC, the initiator, is essential for DNA replication, all three proteins RepA, RepB, and RepC are required to tightly control replication initiation ([@B107]). The iteron chromids are found in the two other classes of proteobacteria (beta and gamma), and their replication origin is mainly composed of short repeated sequences, called iterons, localized near a gene encoding the replication initiator ([@B59]; [@B30]). *Vibrio cholerae* has served as the model for investigations of iteron chromids replication and its connection with the cell cycle.

Here we review and discuss the mechanisms controlling the replication initiation of these two types of chromids: iteron and *repABC*. We highlight the complex levels of control found in chromids, compared to those of their ancestral plasmids, which allow chromids to replicate once, and only once, per cell cycle. We also discuss the timing of replication initiation of the iteron and *repABC* chromids and their integration to the cell cycle.

From Megaplasmids to Chromids
=============================

Origin of Chromids
------------------

Bacterial genomes always include one chromosome and may also include plasmids. Plasmids provide beneficial accessory traits for the organism, for example, antibiotics resistance and anabolic pathways, but do not carry essential genes and thus are dispensable (**Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**). On the contrary, chromosomes harbor essential genes and are indispensable. This dogma changed, first, with the identification of linear chromosomes and plasmids ([@B60]; [@B6]), and in 1989, when Suwanto and Kaplin, using a pulsed-field gel electrophoresis, discovered a large second replicon in the alpha-proteobacteria *R. sphaeroides* ([@B126]). This replicon carrying essential genes was called "second chromosome". The definition of second replicons as chromosome is mostly based on their essentiality in the bacteria growth and survival. In the 1990s other chromids were identified in *Agrobacterium tumefaciens*, *Brucella melitensis*, *Leptospira interrogans*, and in several *Vibrio* species ([@B3]; [@B87]; [@B154]; [@B130]; [@B149]). In parallel, large replicons were discovered and called megaplasmids (**Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**) ([@B118]). Compared to chromids, megaplasmids are non-essential, they encode their own replication and partition system, and carry adaptative genetic information such as the capacity for *Shigella flexneri* to invade the eukaryotic cells or, for the *Rhizobiaceae* to create a symbiosis with legumes ([@B10]; [@B83]). The difference between plasmids and megaplasmids is currently based on the replicon size, and it will be of great benefit to establish if specific and functional characteristics discriminate plasmids and megaplasmids (**Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**). Chromids are normally larger than the accompanying plasmids and smaller than the associate chromosome. Comparative analysis of the relative synonymous codon usage of bacterial replicons demonstrates that individual replicons have distinct codon usage characteristics, and that chromids are much closer in codon usage to chromosomes than to plasmids ([@B56]; [@B104]). This observation implies that chromids have been acquired earlier than plasmids and have spent more time in the same cellular environment as the associated chromosome. Thus, codon usage analysis can be useful to chromids classification, as it was the case with the *Rhodobacteraceae* (alpha-proteobacteria) genomes analysis ([@B104]; [@B42]). In addition to that, three main criteria have been proposed to robustly distinguish chromids from chromosomes and plasmids or megaplasmids (**Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**) ([@B56]). Replicons called chromids use a plasmid type maintenance and replication system, harbor a nucleotide composition close to that of the chromosome and carry essential core genes that are found on the chromosome of other species ([@B56]). Prediction of the essentiality of core genes located within chromids is largely based on automated gene annotations. Experimental validations have in some cases shown that the predicted essential gene actually is dispensable ([@B19]; [@B1]). For instance, in the case of the replicon pSymB of *Sinorhizobium meliloti* the *minCDE* genes were predicted to be essential, nonetheless, disruption of the *minE* gene is possible and only provokes a nitrogen fixation defect involved in symbiosis ([@B19]). However, pSymB also carries core genes in unique copy, such as *engA* and *tRNA^arg^* and can still be considered as a chromid ([@B27]). Furthermore, chromids can be dispensable under smooth laboratory conditions, but must be required to bacteria survival in the harsh natural environment ([@B33]; [@B43]; [@B124]). Thus, it was proposed to subdivide chromids into two types: "primary" and "secondary" chromids ([@B33]). Primary chromids are indispensable for host viability, while secondary chromids are considered as "facultatively" essential ([@B33]). However, many secondary replicons, such as megaplasmids carrying, for example, antibiotic resistance genes, which are essential for bacterial growth in presence of theses antibiotics and yet are not considered as chromids. Then, environment-specific beneficial or essential genes are insufficient to associate a replicon with the chromid term ([@B29]). Thus, even if this subdivision of chromids would be useful, we should be aware that it has to be carefully used.

![Schematic illustrating the different circular replicons found in bacterial genome and the chromids formation. **(A)** Classification of the bacterial replicons in function of their size. Plasmids, megaplasmids, and chromids carry a plasmid-type replication origin in dark blue; the additional regulatory sequences found in some chromids are represented in purple. The chromosome replication origin (*oriC*) is in light bleu. Adaptative genes are brought by plasmids and megaplasmids (red) but also by chromids (orange). Chromids and chromosomes (brown) carry core genes. **(B)** Schematic representation of the two schism and plasmid hypotheses, allowing to the formation of second chromosomes and chromids, respectively. Color code is the same as in **(A)**. For the schism hypothesis, the ancestral chromosome (brown) splits in two replicons, the main chromosome (Ch., in brown) and the second chromosome (ChII., in light brown). This second chromosome then acquires a plasmidic origin by fusion with mobile plasmid (red), leading to a chromid formation. For the plasmid hypothesis, the acquisition of a megaplasmid (red) by horizontal gene transfer is followed by the acquisition of genes (blue) that provide a growth benefit in the novel niche. The transfer of essential genes (brown) from the chromosome transforms the megaplasmid in chromid, now indispensable.](fmicb-09-01833-g001){#F1}

The comparison of the available data helps us to determine the extent of megaplasmids and chromids relationship. Two main adaptive traits differentiate megaplasmids and chromids, leading to a stable and cell cycle integrated replicon: the acquisition of genomic signatures similar to those of cognate chromosomes (GC content and codon usage to limit physiological perturbation) and of essential genes. Two hypotheses have been proposed to explain the formation mechanism of an essential secondary replicon ([@B89]; [@B35]; [@B109]; [@B56]; [@B29]) (**Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**). The first, called schism hypothesis, proposes that the formation of second essential replicon is the consequence of a split of an ancestral chromosome into two replicons: main and second chromosomes (**Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**). The second chromosome could then acquire the plasmid like replication system by fusion with a mobile plasmid, then becoming a chromid ([@B56]; [@B29]). This was originally proposed to explain the formation of chromids found in *Brucella suis* and *R. sphaeroides*, but it seems to be able to explain solely rare chromids formation ([@B21]; [@B64]; [@B29]). Indeed, in bacteria, there is no evidence for the formation of chromids through the schism hypothesis. However, a recent study in the Archeon *Haloferax volcanii* describes the formation of a prokaryotic multipartite genome in agreement with the schism hypothesis. *H. volcanii* has a multipartite genome, consisting of a main chromosome, three secondary essential replicons and a plasmid, and its main chromosome has three origins, which are already well controlled ([@B92]; [@B57]). In response to an *orc* gene deletion (*orc* encode the replication initiator Orc1), the multi-origin chromosome of *H. volcanii* split by homologous recombination into two elements, thus leading to the creation of a stable second chromosome ([@B4]). Contrary to the first hypothetical model, the second, called plasmid hypothesis, states that chromids evolved from megaplasmids (**Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**). This hypothesis implies that the coevolution of a megaplasmid with a chromosome will result in a transformation of the megaplasmid genomic signatures to that of the chromosome. This transformation is accompanied by the acquisition of essential genes (**Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**). This is supported by examples belonging to both the *repABC* and iterons chromids, which all carry a plasmid-like replication system and harbor a codon usage similar to that of the chromosome ([@B56]; [@B107]). Furthermore, the distribution of essential genes and the functional annotation onto the chromids are different compared to those of the chromosomes ([@B59]; [@B53]; [@B17]). As introduced above, these steps of evolution are the two main adaptive traits of a stable replicon. Strikingly, all observations gathered so far concluded that the plasmid hypothesis could explain the formation of all the studied chromids.

The acquisition of essential genes, prerequisite to the chromid formation, is driven by gene transfers from the chromosome to a megaplasmid (**Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**). Two possible mechanisms can explain the transfer of essential genes ([@B29]). First, inter-replicon genetic transfers could be catalyzed by homologous recombination, for example, by shared insertion sequences (IS), or IS using replicative transposition and resolution by recombination between different IS copies ([@B78]). This transfer of genes leads to essential gene deletion from the chromosome. For instance, this is the case for the *engA* and the *tRNA^arg^* genes in the chromid pSymB, which resulted from the transfer of a 69Kb DNA fragment from the *S. meliloti* chromosome to the pSymB ancestor ([@B27]). On the other hand, the second mechanism takes into account the genetic redundancy due to inter-replicon gene duplication or to the acquisition of an orthologous gene by lateral genetic transfer. Several such examples of redundancy have been pointed in the genome sequences of *V. cholerae*, *R. sphaeroides* and *S. meliloti* ([@B59]; [@B7]; [@B28]). For instance, massive inactivation experiments in *S. meliloti* chromosome has shown that more than 10% of the chromosomal genes have redundant functional copy on the megaplasmid pSymA or on the chromid pSymB, and this is a possible consequence of genes duplication ([@B28]).

Where and Why Multipartite Genomes Appeared?
--------------------------------------------

Bacterial genomes carried by more than one large replicon, thus containing megaplasmids and/or chromids, correspond to a divided or a multipartite genome. Increase in genome sequencing over the last years revealed that approximately 10% of the complete bacterial genomes are multipartite ([@B56]; [@B129]; [@B29]). Multipartite genomes are found allover the bacterial kingdom but chromids are mainly found in proteobacteria, including the alpha, beta, and gamma proteobacteria ([@B56]). Interestingly, megaplasmids are rarely conserved among genera, but are common in genera containing bacteria involved in symbiotic and pathogenic relationship. Furthermore, they carry genes specific to strains and species. In contrast, chromids are conserved among different genera and carry genus specific characters and genes ([@B56]). For instance, pSymA is present only in few closely related *S. meliloti* species, and there is a high genes variation in individual strains ([@B14]; [@B54]). On the other hand, pSymB is supposed to be an old acquired replicon, sharing common ancestry with *Brucella* chromids, and pSymB chromids belonging to *S. meliloti* genomes show a high synteny between different isolates ([@B14]; [@B54]; [@B47]). Thus, even if it could be difficult to differentiate chromids from megaplasmids with a systematic study of the genome, these observations may be key criteria to distinguish the two replicons. Besides the fact that chromids carry indispensable core genes, the advantages of multipartite genomes are not yet clearly established. Several hypotheses have been proposed. Multipartite genomes could allow bacteria to have a larger genome, and reduce the complexity of the circular replicons, which permit to correctly manage their heredity (*e.g.*, resolution of chromosome dimers) ([@B131], [@B134]). Indeed, the total genome size of the multipartite genomes are on average larger than the non-multipartite genomes, and the differences in genome sizes is correlated to the chromids size and not to the chromosomal size ([@B29]). In agreement with the previous hypothesis, the fast growing rhizobia contain a chromid contrary to the slow growing rhizobia ([@B149]; [@B102]; [@B80]). A second hypothesis is that chromids could permit the coordination and regulation of gene expression, contributing to the bacteria adaptation into novel niches. For instance, genes carried by *V. cholerae* chromid are differentially expressed *in vitro* and during the colon colonization. Indeed, during colon infection, *V. cholerae* induces a higher expression of chromid genes ([@B146]). These genes are involved in response to environmental stresses, allowing intra-intestinal growth and biofilm formation ([@B146]; [@B122]).

The previous paragraphs highlighted the prevalence of chromids and their essentiality in the bacterial kingdom. The following sections will present what we know about their maintenance in the cell, focusing on the replication system of the iterons and *repABC* chromids.

Iteron-Chromids and *Vibrio cholerae* Paradigm
==============================================

The genome of *V. cholerae* is divided in two replicons of different sizes: the main chromosome (Chr1) of 3 Mbp and the chromid (Chr2) of 1 Mbp ([@B130]; [@B149]; [@B59]). Each replicon encodes a specific partition system, ParAB1 and ParAB2, which recognize different *parS* sites carried on their cognate replicons. Their replication is also differentially regulated ([@B32]; [@B147]). The replication origin of Chr1 is highly related to the chromosomal origin of *Escherichia coli*, and is controlled by the ubiquitous replication initiator DnaA ([@B32]). The control of the replication by DnaA is elaborate, and involves, in addition to the regulation of the DnaA concentration in the cell, a balance of the binding affinity of DnaA to multiple sites within or outside the replication origin. The different levels of control of the DnaA replication process have been recently reviewed in ([@B55]). The *V. cholerae* main chromosome origin (*ori1*) contains DnaA binding sites, an IHF binding site and several GATC sites for methylation catalyzed by the DNA adenine methyl-transferase (Dam). Dam methylation is not essential to initiate the replication of Chr1, but SeqA, which recognize the hemi-methylated DNA, is required to restrict *ori1* initiation once per cell cycle ([@B25]). *ori1* can functionally replace the *E. coli*, *oriC*, and sustains chromosome replication ([@B73]). DnaA can bind ATP or ADP, but only ATP-DnaA can initiate the chromosomal replication initiation ([@B58]; [@B70]; [@B69]; [@B55]). The regeneration of the ATP-DnaA, from the ADP-DnaA, is crucial for chromosome replication control. One of the mechanisms catalyzing this regeneration involves two intergenic regions called DARS1 and DARS2 (DnaA Reactivating Sequence) ([@B45]). DARS-like sequences are also found, with the same localization (between *uvrB* and *mutH*), in *V. cholerae* ([@B45]). All together, these observations suggest that *V. cholerae* Chr1 and *E. coli* chromosomes share many similar mechanisms to control their initiation.

This, however, does not exclude the involvement of *V. cholerae* species-specific elements to control the DnaA dependent replication. Indeed, the replication regulation of *Bacillus subtilis* and *Caulobacter crescentus*, two other model bacteria, which also use DnaA as initiator, involves additional and specific factors ([@B90]; [@B121]; [@B31]; [@B38]). For example, Soj, an homolog of the partition protein ParA, controls the replication initiation during the *B. subtilis* vegetative growth ([@B94]). Soj performs two opposite activities depending on its monomeric or dimeric state. Indeed, Soj monomers inhibit replication by preventing DnaA oligomerization ([@B90]; [@B121]). Conversely, Soj dimers, which require binding to ATP, activate replication by promoting DnaA oligomerization ([@B90]; [@B55]). *E. coli* has no *par* genes, but as mentioned above *V. cholerae* has one for each chromosome, and the *V. cholerae parB1* deletion induces Chr1 over-initiation; the same phenomenon is observed with an over-expression of ParA1, suggesting that ParA1 stimulates chromosome replication initiation as Soj does in *B. subtilis* ([@B65]).

Players in the Replication of the *V. cholerae* Chromid: *ori2* and RctB
------------------------------------------------------------------------

*Vibrio cholerae* chromid, Chr2, carries a different replication origin (*ori2*) compared to the origin of the main chromosome (**Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**). Initiation of the replication at *ori2* is catalyzed by a specific factor named RctB, which is highly conserved within the *Vibrionaceae* family. The ∼900 bp *ori2* has retained many of iteron-plasmid features for replication control. *Ori2* is organized into two functional domains: *ori2-min*, which supports the replication alone and an adjacent sequence, *ori2-inc*, which acts as a negative regulator of replication (**Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**). Both parts contain a variety of RctB binding sites, which are named based on their length: 11-mers, 12-mers, 29-mer, and 39-mers (**Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**). The iterons, 11-mers and 12-mers, are closely related, without any similarity with the 29-mer and 39-mers. The 29-mer corresponds to a truncated 39-mer, missing 10 nt in its center ([@B137]). The *ori2-min* harbors an array of six 12-mers oriented in a head-to-tail manner with a regular spacing of 10 or 11 base pairs and each 12-mer contains a GATC Dam methylation site. As *ori1*, *ori2* also contains a DnaA binding site, though a single one, and an IHF binding site (IBS) (**Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**). Furthermore, *ori2* DnaA binding site is required for the Chr2 replication but DnaA is not limiting to control the timing of replication initiation, suggesting that it must have another function ([@B32]). The exact implication of the DnaA binding site and of the IBS in Chr2 initiation is still unknown ([@B50]; [@B119]). DnaA binding sites have been found in the replication origin of many plasmids ([@B79]; [@B140]), and two hypotheses have been proposed for the possible role of DnaA in plasmid replication. First, it has been suggested that DnaA could help the stabilization of the origin opening catalyzed by the plasmid replication initiators (Rep proteins), and second that DnaA was needed for the helicase loading. Thus, it is tempting to think that DnaA and IHF have conserved the same hypothetic regulatory functions for *V. cholerae* Chr2 replication initiation. Moreover, a recent study showed that DnaA negatively regulates the replication of a mini R1-1 plasmid ([@B150]). This observation suggests that DnaA, bound to *ori2*, could be also involved in a negative regulation of the *ori2* replication initiation, interacting with RctB. The remaining part of *ori2-min* contains an A-T rich region and a 29-mer RctB binding site overlapping the *rctB* promoter (**Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**). The regulatory *ori2-inc* part is mainly composed of one 39-mer and of a second 39-mer found at the outskirt, overlapping a transcribed but non-translated ORF *rctA*. 39-mers do not contain Dam methylation site. Four 11-mers containing GATC sites and one single 12-mer are also located in *ori2-inc* ([@B136]) (**Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**). All these sites are known to play a replication initiation regulatory role, which we will describe below.

![*V. cholerae* Chr2 replication initiation. **(A)** Linear Representation of the Chr2 origin (*ori2*), the two distinct parts of *ori2*: the replicative part (*ori2-min*) and the regulatory part (*ori2-inc*) are indicated. Each type of RctB binding site is represented with a different color: iterons (12-mers) in dark blue, 11-mers in light blue, 39-mers in purple and the 29-mer in light purple. A DnaA-box (dark green), an IHF binding site (IBS -- light green) and a *parS2* site (orange) are represented, as well as the AT-rich region also called DUE (DNA unwinding element). The location of the *rctB* gene and the *rctA* ORF are indicated. **(B)** Representation of RctB primary structure. The active replicative form of RctB and its four domains are indicated, as well as the dimerization domain, the interaction domains with DnaK and the DNA interaction domains (12-mer/39-mer and the three HTH domains). Some important mutations are highlighted: mutations within the three HTH motifs, and mutations within the dimerization domain, for which the impacts are described in the text. Mutations in RctB L155R, L156R, and L161R are located in the DnaK/RctB interaction domain and impede the interaction of RctB with DnaK, which normally enhance RctB monomerization.](fmicb-09-01833-g002){#F2}

RctB is a 658 amino acids protein consists of four domains and its sequence has no detectable homology with other replication initiator ([@B97]) (**Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**). RctB, with a molecular mass of 75.3 kDa is larger than other chromosomal or plasmidic initiator proteins, suggesting that it performs additional functions compared to DnaA and Rep proteins. The first 500 residues, including domains I, II, and III, are sufficient to promote *ori2* replication initiation ([@B148]; [@B61]; [@B74]) (**Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**). The domain IV is supposed to mediate protein-protein interaction, and thus play a regulatory role in the RctB oligomerization on the origin ([@B148]; [@B74]; [@B97]). Recent structural and biochemical studies of domains II and III showed that RctB adopts a head-to-head dimeric form in solution ([@B63]; [@B97]) (**Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**). Interestingly, the structure of these two central domains exhibit significant similarities with plasmid-type Rep proteins, including π from the R6K plasmid and RepE from the F plasmid ([@B75]; [@B127]). Despite the fact that domains III and IV was predicted to be a dimerization interface ([@B62]), structure of the RctB dimer, restricted to domains II and III, shows that the interaction is mediated by the domain II. Furthermore, substitution of a proline within the beta strand closest to the dimer interface disrupts dimer formation and produces a monomeric mutant in the full length RctB (D314P; **Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**) ([@B97]).

As RctB is the *Vibrio* central player of chromid replication initiation, it should be able to take on different functions. The first of these is the recognition and binding to its target sites. The interaction between RctB and the 12-mer and 11-mer is dependent of the DNA methylation state, while its binding to the 39-mer and the 29-mer is methylation independent ([@B25]; [@B137]). DNA/protein interaction experiments, using different RctB mutants, revealed that the domains interacting with the 12-mer and the 39-mer are spatially close and localized in the domain III (**Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**) ([@B62]). It was first proposed that RctB binds to the methylated 12-mer both as a monomer and a dimer ([@B61]) (**Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}**). However, the head to head dimeric form of RctB is incompatible with the head to tail arrangement of 12-mer within *ori2-min* ([@B97]) (**Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}**). The crystal structure reveals that RctB contains more DNA binding surface than previously thought, with at least three helix-turn-helix (HTH) motifs identified, each one localized in a given domain (I, II, and III) (**Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**). Mutations in these three HTH reduce the RctB binding to all its target sites suggesting that all this three HTH are involved in DNA interactions. Furthermore, mutations in the three domains do not exhibit the same behavior regarding binding activity to the 11--12-mers and to the 29--39-mers. Indeed, all three domain I, II, and III, seem to be involved in the methylation dependent DNA binding (12-mer and 11-mer), while only domain II is involved in the methylation independent binding (29-mer and 39-mer) ([@B97]).

![Main regulatory mechanisms controlling Chr2 replication initiation. **(A)** Representation of the two different models of RctB binding to the iterons. **(i)** RctB dimers, in blue, are transformed in monomers (light blue) by DnaK/J. Both dimers and monomers are able to binds to the iterons. **(ii)** RctB binding to the iterons is only possible under its monomeric form. The DnaK/J interaction with RctB not only causes its monomerization, but also its oligomerization (dark blue) onto the DNA containing iterons allowing to the origin unwinding. **(B)** Representation of the mechanisms involved in *ori2* replication initiation. RctB binding sites within the *ori2* are indicated and color codes are identical to those of the **(A)**. A black arrow illustrates RctB binding to its binding sites. A positive control is represented by a green arrow associated to (+), and a negative control is represented by flat end red arrow associated to (--). SeqA (orange) impedes the RctB binding to iterons, ParB2 (yellow) and *rctA* transcription (brown arrow) impede the RctB binding to 39-mers (bar black arrows). The handcuffing of the 39-mer with iterons within *ori2-inc* has a positive control on *ori2* replication initiation since it competes with the 39-mer handcuffing with *ori2-min* iterons (bar blue arrow).](fmicb-09-01833-g003){#F3}

In the iteron-plasmids mechanism of replication initiation, DnaK and DnaJ enhance initiator binding to the origin ([@B141]). DnaK and DnaJ were first discovered as factors required for the bacteriophage lambda replication and later as enhancers for the replication of plasmids containing iterons within their origin ([@B44]; [@B141]). Plasmid initiators can dimerize, but in general bind to the origin only as monomers. DnaK/DnaJ system helps to monomerize plasmid initiator and promote the replication initiation. Based on structural data of the plasmid initiators RepA and RepE, it was proposed that monomerization is not sufficient to initiate the replication, and that monomers have to be remodeled, likely to catalyze origin unwinding ([@B26]; [@B51]; [@B91]). In solution the RctB dimeric form is the most stable, this implies that monomerization of the protein has to be triggered to permit DNA binding ([@B63]; [@B97]). RctB is remodeled from dimer to monomer by the chaperones DnaJ and DnaK *via* an interaction between DnaK and RctB domain II (**Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}**) (*cf.* mutations L155R, L156R, and L161R; **Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**) ([@B62], [@B63]). For Chr2 replication initiation, DnaK and DnaJ are strictly required to promote *ori2* replication initiation, and were shown to promote RctB binding to both activating and inhibiting sites (12-mers and 39-mers) ([@B61]). That being said, the elucidation of the precise characteristics of the RctB-DNA interaction needs further structural and biochemical studies, for example, to experimentally show the incapacity of RctB dimer to bind DNA. RctB mutants reducing the dimerization (*e.g.*, F311P) are still DnaKJ dependent to initiate the replication, suggesting that RctB monomers have to be remodeled to correctly work ([@B63]) (**Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}**). Once bound to the *ori2-min* 12-mer, RctB has to oligomerize to open the adjacent A-T rich region (unwinding activity). The nature of this last process remains obscure. Thus, experimental data determining the role of DnaK and J, the identification of the RctB domain(s) involved in its oligomerization, as well as the precise role of A-T rich sequences needed to stabilize the opening of *ori2* are still missing.

*V. cholerae* Chromid Controls of Replication Initiation
--------------------------------------------------------

*Vibrio cholerae* Chr2 replicate once per cell cycle, pointing to a tight control through the balance between positive and negative effectors ([@B37]; [@B36]; [@B136]; [@B5]; [@B133]). To summarize, RctB acts on two major types of sites, the 12-mer (iteron) to promote the replication initiation by unwinding the AT-rich region, and the 39-mer to inhibit it (**Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}**). In *E. coli*, a plasmid carrying the entire *ori2* replicates at a copy number equal to that of the *E. coli* chromosome, and a plasmid carrying only *ori2-min* has a copy number increased by about 10 fold. Furthermore, the addition of the 39-mer to a plasmid containing *ori2-min* drastically reduced the plasmid copy number in the cell ([@B136]; [@B74]; [@B86]). The two main mechanisms of inhibition correspond to (1) the RctB titration and (2) the handcuffing between the 39-mer and the *ori2-min* 12-mer mediated by RctB (**Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}**) ([@B136]). The inhibitory activity of the 39-mer is central, and the majority of the mechanisms that enhance replication initiation modulate the RctB/39-mer interactions ([@B98]; [@B139]; [@B148]).

The regulatory function of the iterons found in the *ori2-inc* region is dual. Indeed, they have a titration activity, similar to the 39-mer, but, additionally, they help to restrain the 39-mer inhibitory activity by enhancing the handcuffing inside the *ori2-inc* region, thus releasing the *ori2-min* 12-mers ([@B136]) (**Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}**). Furthermore, the ParB2 protein, which binds Chr2 specific centromeres localized closer to the *ori2-inc*, serves as RctB competitor for the 39-mers binding by two mechanisms: (1) spreading from the *parS2* site closer to the leftmost 39-mer and (2) direct interaction with the central 39-mer ([@B148]; [@B135]) (**Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}**). In addition, as the leftmost 39-mer is covered by the *rctA* transcript, this also interferes with the RctB binding at this site and thus impede its inhibitory activity ([@B139]) (**Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}**). These mechanisms controlling the 39-mer/RctB interactions release RctB from the inhibitor sites, first decreasing the titration phenomenon and second the handcuffing. Furthermore, as found for DnaA, the concentration of available RctB in the cell controls the Chr2 replication initiation. Thus, RctB gene expression is also tightly controlled. RctB auto-regulates its own expression through binding to the 29-mer located in the *rctB* promoter, where it plays a role of transcriptional repressor and exerts a negative feedback regulation ([@B98]; [@B34]) (**Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}**). This 29-mer is also implicated in the *ori2* iterons handcuffing and is able to functionally replace the 39-mer ([@B137]). In addition to this transcriptional regulation, the RctB concentration available to initiate the replication is also significantly controlled by its titration on various regulatory sites. As introduced above, the *ori2-inc* iterons together with the 39-mers and 29-mer can titrate RctB and reduce RctB binding to the *ori2-min* replicative iterons. Chromatin immunoprecipitation (Chip-chip) experiments have revealed that RctB also binds to a number of sites clustered within a 74 Kbp sequence on the Chr2 located 40 Kbp away from the *ori2* ([@B5]). This 74 Kbp sequence contains six RctB binding sites: five iterons and one 39-mer like sequence, which also negatively regulate the *ori2* replication initiation. This locus titrate RctB and inhibit the *ori2* replication initiation, its activity and localisation suggest that it is comparable to the *E. coli datA* titration locus ([@B72]; [@B68]).

The mechanisms of control also involve the methylation state of *ori2*, which prevents the replication restart during the same cell cycle ([@B25]). Contrary to the Chr1 origin, *ori1*, the Dam methylation of *ori2* is strictly required for its replication initiation ([@B25]; [@B132]). Indeed, a *dam* mutant of *V. cholerae* can survive only when Chr1 and Chr2 are fused ([@B132]). *ori2* has an overrepresentation of Dam methylation sites and is thus subjected to sequestration by SeqA (**Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}**) ([@B25]). The SeqA sequestration prevents the immediate re-initiation of the replication, as in the case of Chr1, by temporally inhibiting the full-methylation of the DNA and initiator binding. Thus, the RctB binding to the iterons, which is dependent on the DNA methylation, is integrated to the cell cycle contrary, to its binding to the 39-mers and 29-mer. This methylation binding balance is involved in the cell cycle control of the Chr2 replication initiation.

Integration of Iteron-Chromids Initiation Replication to the Cell Cycle
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

In *V. cholerae*, Chr2 replication initiation is delayed compared to Chr1 replication initiation. Chr2 replication initiation starts when 2/3 of the replication period is completed. Besides, as Chr2 has a size equal to the 1/3 of Chr1, the replication termination of the two replicons is synchronous ([@B115]) (**Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}**). Marker frequency analysis (MFA) of a wide selection of Vibrios, with large variations in Chr1 and Chr2 sizes, suggests that there is a selective pressure for a termination synchrony, despite the fact that the control of Chr2 replication is at the initiation level ([@B71]). Furthermore, in mutants where Chr2 finishes replicating earlier than Chr1, no impact on fitness was detected ([@B133]). However, in these mutants the Chr2 terminus region (*ter2*) was shown to relocate earlier to mid-cell than in the *wt*, and remained localized at mid-cell until late in the cell cycle ([@B133]). Despite early Chr2 replication termination, *ter2* retention at mid-cell suggests a secondary safeguard. How and why *ter2* segregation is delayed and results in re-synchronization with the Chr1 terminus region (*ter1*) is unknown. The mechanism coordinating the synchronous termination of the two replicons is driven by a locus found on the main chromosome. In *V. cholerae*, this locus, a short non-coding DNA sequence, is bound *in vivo* by RctB ([@B5]). It is localized in the right replichore at around 800 Kbp downstream from *ori1*, and presents no homology with previously described RctB binding sites (*e.g.*, 12-mer and 39-mer) ([@B5]). In *V. cholerae*, the deletion of this locus induces growth defects linked to cell filamentation and Chr2 loss ([@B133]). Interestingly, moving the *V. cholerae crtS* to different location along the main chromosome led to a change of replication initiation timing of the Chr2 ([@B133]). Replication of this Chr1 site triggers the replication of Chr2, which initiate after a short delay corresponding to the time needed for the replication of 200 Kbp. Thus, this checkpoint locus was named *crtS* for "[c]{.ul}hromosome 2 [r]{.ul}eplication [t]{.ul}riggering [s]{.ul}ite". ([@B133]) (**Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}**). Besides, by employing chromosome conformation capture (3C) experiments, it has further been demonstrated that *ori2* and *crtS* are in a physical contact. These observations suggest that this *ori2* replication initiation regulatory mechanism could involve a structural interplay between Chr1 and Chr2 ([@B133]). In *E. coli*, the presence of ectopic *V. cholerae* or *Vibrio nigripulchritudo crtS* increase the copy number of plasmids carrying different *ori2*, from *Vibrio tubiashi* or *Vibrio furnissi*. However, the copy number of plasmids containing the *ori2* of *Photobacterium profundum*, *Vibrio vulnificus*, or *Vibrio harveyi*, is not increased when *crtS* from other species (*e.g.*, *V. cholerae crtS* and *V. parahaemolyticus crtS*) are provided *in trans* ([@B71]). These discrepancies could be due to the independence of the *P. profundum*, *V. vulnificus*, and *V. harveyi ori2* from *crtS* to regulate their replication, or to a species-specific mechanism. Thus, the *crtS* control activity is conserved, and *crtS* sites of divergent *Vibrio* species seem, to a certain extent, to be interchangeable for triggering the *ori2* replication initiation, showing a loose *crtS* species-specific activity ([@B71]).

![*crtS* controls the replication coordination of Chr1 and Chr2. **(A)** Coordinated Replication of Chr1 (in brown) and Chr2 (in red) in *V. cholerae*. The Chr1 origin *ori1* (brown circle) starts its replication initiation first. Once the *crtS* locus is replicated, Chr2 replication is triggered and occurs at o*ri2* (orange circle). Chr1 and Chr2 termination of replication is synchronous. The controlled replications of one Chr1 and one Chr2 of a mother cell lead to the formation of two Chr1 and two Chr2, which are equitably distributed in the daughter cells (not represented). **(B)** Representation of the *crtS* sequence composition, five GATC sites (black rectangle) and one putative DnaA-box (light blue) are indicated. The *crtS* chaperone activity, remodeling RctB to promote the *ori2* replication initiation, is represented by a black curved arrow (from the light blue to the light green form). The *in vivo* effects of *crtS* on the RctB binding to the iterons (12-mer) and the 39-mer are indicated: a black arrow oriented to the top represents the increasing interaction between RctB and 12-mer and a black arrow oriented to the bottom represents the decreasing interaction between RctB and the 39-mer.](fmicb-09-01833-g004){#F4}

The alignment of different *crtS* sites shows a high sequence conservation among *Vibrionaceae*, including several GATC sites and a putative DnaA binding site ([@B5]; [@B71]) (**Figure [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}**). The RctB binding to *crtS* is hardly detected *in vitro* by DnaseI footprint experiments or by electrophoretic mobility shift assay ([@B5]). It was proposed that, in *E. coli*, the *crtS* presence remodel RctB, decreasing its affinity for the 39-mer and conversely increasing it for the 12-mer ([@B5]) (**Figure [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}**). This was drawn from *in vivo* data, but the *in vitro* experiments (electrophoretic mobility shift assay) did not allow obtaining clear results. Indeed, the authors observed only an *in vitro* decrease of RctB affinity to the 39-mer in presence of *crtS*, which could also reflect the competition between two types of RctB binding sites ([@B5]). Thus, from these results it is difficult to differentiate a simple competition from an *in vitro crtS* remodeling activity. Moreover, in *E. coli* the presence of *crtS* makes DnaKJ dispensable for replication of *ori2* based plasmid ([@B5]). This result, in addition to the effect of *crtS* on the RctB/DNA (12-mer and 39-mer) interactions, suggests a *crtS* DNA chaperone activity, which, by remodeling RctB, promotes Chr2 replication initiation. The *crtS* activity triggering *ori2* replication initiation is independent on methylation state of its GATC sites (de Lemos et al., in rev). However, the *crtS* form responsible for the DNA chaperone activity is still unknown. The passage of the replication fork across *crtS* would induce the formation of transient hemimethylated GATC sites, and the hemimethylated *crtS* may impact the RctB binding. Passage of the replication complex also generates single stranded DNA on the template of the lagging strand synthesis and could allow the formation of DNA hairpin. Thus, replication of *crtS* and the supposed DNA modifications it induces may be responsible for the *crtS* DNA chaperone activity. Nevertheless, the replication of *crtS* could simply lead to the duplication of the site, which could change the balance of free active RctB to catalyze the *ori2* opening. When already two copies of *crtS* were inserted on Chr1, Chr2 copy number was doubled suggesting that it is the presence of two *crtS* sites (after replication) that is important ([@B133]). Indeed, a recent paper shows that the *crtS* duplication, without active replication, is sufficient to initiate *ori2* replication initiation ([@B112]). However, it seems difficult to explain the *crtS* DNA chaperone activity solely from doubling its gene dosage. Further experimental data are needed to understand if either the active replication or the duplication of *crtS* is the signal controlling Chr2 replication initiation.

In conclusion, the molecular mechanisms by which the replication of *crtS* triggers the initiation of Chr2 through RctB are largely unknown. In *E. coli*, several mechanisms are responsible for the coordinated initiation of multiple origins (DnaA titration, regulatory inactivation of DnaA, origin sequestration and DnaA reactivation sequences) ([@B55]). All these mechanisms control the availability of the active form of DnaA in initiating replication from *oriC*. If the control of *ori2* initiation by *crtS* was performed only by controlling the availability of the RctB active form, we would expect a similar synchrony in the firing of multiple *ori2* and this would be observed by cells containing only 2^n^ *ori2* foci (*e.g.*, two or four). However, using cells with two chromosomal copies of *crtS*, the duplication of one *crtS* triggers the firing of only one *ori2* ([@B133]). This suggests that Chr2 initiation firing may necessitate a contact between *crtS* and *ori2*. The contacts between *ori2* and Chr1, introduced above, may be caused by the simultaneous binding of RctB to *ori2* and *crtS* ([@B133]). The most frequent contacts between *ori2* and Chr1 occur immediately downstream of *crtS*. A possible explanation is that, following the duplication of the *crtS* locus, the replication machineries of Chr1 and Chr2 are maintained in the vicinity of each other until the end of replication of the two chromosomes. Non-replicating cells (*i.e.*, stationary phase) lose the contacts observed between Chr1 and Chr2 replichores during exponential growth, suggesting that replication is indeed responsible for the contacts of the two chromosomes along their chromosomal arms. Overall, the 3C analysis of the *V. cholerae* chromosomes points to a direct interplay between 3D organization and replication regulation. How *trans* topological contacts would drive a functional interaction between the two chromosomes remains unknown.

*Repabc* Chromids Replication Mechanisms and Controls
=====================================================

The genetic information of alpha-proteobacteria is commonly carried by a multipartite genome ([@B77]; [@B29]). Whatever their nature, megaplasmids or chromids, the replication and segregation of those replicons involve, in most cases, three genes organized in operon: *repA, repB, and repC* ([@B48]; [@B14]; [@B49]; [@B104]) (**Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}**). The proteins encoded by the *repABC* operon are involved in two distinct mechanisms; RepC is essential for replication, and RepA and RepB are dispensable for replication but required for the partition. The *repA*, *repB*, and *repC* genes are expressed from promoters found upstream of *repA*. Most of our knowledge about the transcriptional regulation of the *repABC* operon comes from the *A. tumefaciens* megaplasmid pTiR10, where data show that *repABC* transcription is regulated by environmental cues ([@B114]; [@B100],[@B101]). Indeed, the pTiR10 *repABC* operon contains four promoters (**Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}**). The promoter P4 ensures the basal expression of the operon, but this promoter can be activated by the regulator VirG once phosphorylated by VirA, in response to plant pheromones ([@B20]). Furthermore, the pTiR10 four promoters are activated by the LuxR-family quorum sensing system ([@B100]).

![Linear representation of the genetic organization of *repABC* operons and RepC mechanisms of control. **(A)** The repABC operon is represented for three replicon models as indicated: p42d, pSymA, and pTiR10. The partition system is composed the genes *repA* (light brown) and *repB* (dark blue), and their cognate *parS* sites are represented by small dark blue boxes. The replication system is only composed of the *repC* gene (green), containing the RepC binding site (light gray). The counter transcribed (*repE*, *incA*, and *inc*α) is represented by a light blue rectangle. *repD* gene found in the pTiR10 *repABC* operon is represented by a light blue rectangle carrying two *parS* like sites (dark blue boxes). The number and localization of GANTC sites (green triangle), as the four promoters are only represented for pTiR10. For all the represented *repABC* operons the gene orientation corresponds to the black arrows. **(B)** Schematic representation of the replication initiation controls of the *repABC* chromids (pTiR10). Same color code as in **(A)**. RepA, RepB, and RepC proteins are represented by colored ovals. RepC production (black arrow) is controlled by RepE RNA (bar red arrow), which interacts with the *repB-repC* intergenic region. RepB binding to *repD* (red arrow) is enhanced by RepA (+), and controls *repB* and *repC* expression (--). RepA interaction with P4 promoter (red arrow) is enhanced by ATP and RepB (+), and this interaction controls the expression level of the whole operon (--). For further information, see text.](fmicb-09-01833-g005){#F5}

The Replication Initiator: RepC
-------------------------------

RepC proteins are considered as the initiator protein of the *repABC* replicons and are found only in the alpha-proteobacteria ([@B99]; [@B103]). The *repC* gene alone is able to replicate a plasmid, showing that the origin is localized inside *repC* ([@B14]; [@B12]; [@B106]). At the structural level, the origin of the *repABC* replicons are lacking iterons and DnaA-boxes ([@B12]; [@B107]; [@B111]). The purified pTiR10 RepC binds to a 150 nt region containing an imperfect dyad near an AT-rich region. This sequence is localized in the middle of the *repC* coding sequence (**Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}**) ([@B12]; [@B106]). RepC binds it cooperatively with a high specificity. Indeed, overexpression of RepC in *A. tumefaciens* induces an increase in plasmid copy number in *cis*, but does not change copy number of plasmids containing a parental origin in *trans*. Thus, RepC functions only in *cis*. The same phenomenon is observed for the RepC protein of the *R. elti* p42d replicon ([@B12]; [@B106]). RepC exhibits no homology with other replication initiators. Its predicted secondary structure suggests that RepC is divided in two domains: an amino-terminal (NTD) domain from residues 1 to 265 and a carboxy-terminal (CTD) domain from residues 298 to 439. The two NTD and CTD domains are connected by a linker peptide comprising 30 hydrophilic amino acids peptide ([@B106]). The NTD domain of pTir10 RepC is essential for DNA binding but poorly contributes to the binding specificity, *a contrario*, the CTD domain is unable to bind the DNA alone but allows the discrimination between specific and non-specific binding ([@B106]). Finally, in the case of the p42d RepC, the last 39 amino acids residues are shown to be involved in the incompatibility phenotype ([@B12]). Inside the NTD domain, the region spanning residues 26--158 exhibits a structural similarity with the MarR family of transcription factors and is sufficient to bind the DNA. MarR binds DNA as a dimer, *via* a helix-turn helix (HTH) motif, suggesting that RepC can bind the DNA also as a dimer ([@B106]). The supposed dimerization of RepC *via* its CTD domain has been proposed to play a role in the incompatibility between *repABC* replicons ([@B24]; [@B12]).

Partition System and Replication Regulation
-------------------------------------------

The control of replication initiation catalyzed by RepC is dependent of two major mechanisms, which both act on the *repC* expression level. These mechanisms involve the proteins RepA and RepB on one hand, and an antisense RNA on the other (**Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}**). RepA and RepB are members of the ParA and ParB families of partitioning proteins, and follow the same general mechanism of action ([@B142]; [@B113]). The position and number of *parS* centromere-like site vary widely in the *repABC* replicons family (**Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}**). These sites are essential for plasmid stability and are involved in the incompatibility mechanism between parental plasmids ([@B82]). Indeed, point mutations in the *parS* sites upstream the *repA2* of pSymA reduce the RepB binding and impede the incompatibility between pSymA parental plasmids. This incompatibility is presumably due to the competition between the two parental plasmids for the same partitioning system. RepA and RepB, together with *parS* sites, also participate to the negative transcriptional regulation of the operon, and thus act on the replication control of *repABC* replicons. Indeed, RepA binds to the *parS* sites and this binding may be enhanced by the presence of RepB and ATP. As an example, the RepA protein of pTiR10 auto-represses the P4 promoter, which is located within a 70 nt region protected against DnaseI digestion by RepA ([@B101]) (**Figure [5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}**). Some bacteria belonging to the alpha-proteobacteria may have up to six *repABC* replicons; and the question of the RepA and RepB specific activity at their cognate sites and not at heterologous sites is still open. Two given RepA proteins share no more than 61% of identity and RepB proteins no more than 51%, this may be a key for avoiding cross interactions (incompatibility) ([@B14]; [@B11]; [@B107]). Thus, the high specific interactions between RepA, RepB and their cognate binding *parS* sites, together with proteins evolution and divergence, likely allow the coexistence of multiple *repABC* replicons in the same bacteria ([@B151]; [@B76]). In pTiR10-like replicons, a fourth transcribed and translated gene, *repD*, is located between *repA* and *repB* genes and contains two RepB binding sites (*parS*) ([@B16]) (**Figures [5A,B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}**). It seems that the RepD protein is not involved in the replication and partition of pTiR10-like replicons ([@B16]). The RepB binding to *repD* is enhanced by the presence of RepA. *repD* coding sequence is involved in the plasmid partitioning and negatively regulates *repB* and *repC* expression, adding another level of control to replication initiation (**Figure [5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}**) ([@B16]).

In addition to the negative regulation of the operon transcription by RepA and RepB, an antisense RNA also negatively regulates RepC (**Figures [5A,B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}**). This locus, located between *repB* and *repC*, encodes a 50 nucleotides antisense RNA (ctRNA) ([@B138]; [@B15]; [@B81]). This ctRNA includes a predicted stem-loop, which can act as a transcription terminator and form a complex with the *repABC* mRNA within the *repB-repC* intergenic region ([@B15]) (**Figures [5A,B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}**). This RNA, known as RepE in pTir10, is conserved in most, if not all, replicons belonging to the *repABC* family ([@B14]). The RepE action model, proposed for the *A. tumefaciens* pTiR10 replicon by Chain and Winans, and supported by Cervantes-Rivera and collaborators for the *R. elti* p42d replicon, can be easily applicable to the other *repABC* replicons. In this model, the *repABC* mRNA can adopt two alternative secondary structures in the *repB-repC* intergenic region, depending to the presence or absence of RepE. In the absence of RepE, the intergenic region *repB-repC* is predicted to fold in a large stem-loop, leaving the *repC* Shine-Dalgarno sequence and its initiation codon single stranded, thus permitting the *repC* translation. In presence of RepE, its interaction with the target mRNA induces the re-folding of the sequence downstream of the interaction site, and creates two new stem-loops. One of the new stem-loops forms a Rho-independent termination site upstream of the *repC* ribosome-binding site leading to a premature termination (**Figure [5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}**) ([@B15]; [@B13]). The *repB-repC* intergenic region, containing RepE, is also involved in the incompatibility between parental plasmids, and RepE was also named *incA* or *inc*α in plasmids pSymA and p42d, respectively (**Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}**) ([@B113]; [@B123]; [@B81]). Mutations reducing the RepE expression or remodeling its structure have been indeed shown to decrease the incompatibility ([@B15]; [@B139]; [@B107]). All together, these mechanisms, *i.e*: the RepE ctRNA and the RepA/RepB negative regulation bring a fine tuning of the RepC expression level and thus control the replication initiation of the *repABC* replicons.

Integration of *repABC*-Chromids Replication to the Cell Cycle
--------------------------------------------------------------

The replication and segregation of the alpha-proteobacteria multipartite genomes containing a *repABC* chromid is poorly documented. Nevertheless, the comparison of the data obtained for the bacteria *A. tumefaciens*, *S. meliloti*, and *B. abortus*, suggests the existence of a coordination mechanism for their two or three replicons ([@B67]; [@B23]; [@B40]). The genome of *B. abortus* is divided in two replicons: the 2.1 Mbp chromosome and the 1.2 Mbp *repABC* chromid. The two replicons of *B. abortus* are oriented along the cell length axis, and the chromosome origin displays a bipolar orientation after its replication initiation, contrary to the chromid origin, which drift apart during the cell cycle and displays no sign of polar attachment ([@B23]). This last observation is similar to the results obtained for the *repABC* replicons of *A. tumefaciens* and *S. meliloti* ([@B67]). Furthermore, the origin duplication of the *B. abortus* chromid occurs after the chromosome origin duplication and segregation of the chromid terminal region occurs before cell septation, while chromosome terminal region segregation is observed at the time of cell constriction. In the tripartite genome bacterium, *S. meliloti*, the partitioning of the three replicons (chromosomes, pSymA and pSymB) follows a highly conserved temporal order. The replication of the three replicons occurs once per cell cycle, and the segregation pattern is such that the chromosome segregates first, followed then by pSymA, and then by pSymB ([@B40]). Interestingly, the pSymA *repABC* region is sufficient to confer the spatiotemporal behavior of this replicon to a small plasmid. Besides, alterations of the DnaA activity, either positively or negatively, only impact the chromosome replication, and have no effect on the secondary replicons replication ([@B40]). Thus, it is likely that the strict timing of replication and segregation of *repABC* replicons only involve genetic components located within the repABC operon.

Finally, compared to the *V. cholerae* Chr2, there are no direct evidences of a subservient interplay between two replicons in the same cell in the alpha-proteobacteria, and thus no described mechanism. Nonetheless, the origin of replication and the promoters of the counter-transcribed *repE* gene of *repABC* chromids and mega-plasmids are rich in GANTC, which correspond to the [C]{.ul}ell [c]{.ul}ycle-[r]{.ul}egulated [M]{.ul}ethylase (CcrM) methylation sites. In the alpha-proteobacteria *C. crescentus*, the A base of GANTC sites is methylated by CcrM ([@B85]; [@B143]). CcrM is functionally related to the *E. coli* methylase Dam, but there are important differences between them. Indeed, compared to Dam, which is active throughout the cell cycle, CcrM is synthesized and active only in predivisional cells. Unlike Dam, CcrM is not required for replication initiation or DNA mismatch repair ([@B52]). However, CcrM overexpression results in abnormal chromosomes content per cell in *C. crescentus*. Thus, CcrM is essential for normal chromosomal replication. *C. crescentus* chromosome replicates once per cell cycle, and this seems to be controlled by the CcrM system ([@B125]; [@B84]; [@B22]). CcrM is conserved across the alpha-proteobacteria and its orthologs has been studied in *S. meliloti*, *B. abortus*, and *A. tumefaciens* ([@B145]; [@B117]; [@B66]). Interestingly, with the notable exception of *C. crescentus*, the methylation of GANTC sites by CcrM seems to be essential in the other alpha-proteobacteria ([@B9]; [@B39]; [@B88]). In the alpha-proteobacteria, a conserved master regulator, named CtrA, is involved in the control of the cell division and takes part in the spatio-temporal regulation of the replication initiation linked to the cell cycle ([@B144]; [@B105]; [@B41]). CtrA is involved in the regulation of *ccrM* expression in both *C. crescentus* and *A. tumefaciens*, and it is likely the case in the other alpha-proteobacteria ([@B110]; [@B66]). Therefore, the methylation state of the GANTC sites found in the *repABC* operon (*e.g.*, pTiR10) could be timely controlled, impacting the *repC* expression and *repE* transcription, and bringing a cell cycle integrated regulation of the *repABC* replication initiation. However, the *in vitro* binding of RepC to the origin is independent on the DNA methylation state ([@B106]), but this does not exclude that other, yet unknown, replication factors might have a binding activity dependent on the GANTC methylation in the origin of *repABC* chromids.

Conclusion and Remarks
======================

In order to permit a faithful transmission of the genetic information, but also to avoid any problems due to polyploidy, chromids have to be replicated once and only once per cell cycle. In this review, we gave a short overview of chromid domestication history, and further focused our analysis on their replication and how they became integrated in the bacterial cell cycle. Most of our knowledge on chromid replication initiation comes from the *repABC* and iteron models, where controls mainly occur at the initiation step. Both types of chromid present multi-scale mechanisms to timely manage the replication initiation of the replicon, which first involves the recognition of the replication origin by the initiator protein (RepC/RctB). These controls are mostly centered on the initiator proteins both at the gene expression level and through the regulation of their specific activities. This first step is already controlled by diverse and numerous mechanism. Thus, iterons and *repABC* chromids seem to correspond to two different evolutionary ways of achieving a tight replication initiation control.

One of the mechanisms to avoid over-replication of iteron chromids is dependent on the Dam/SeqA couple. There is no SeqA homolog in the alpha-proteobacteria, but a yet unknown protein could play an analogous function of sequestration ([@B107]). Besides, usually all the large replicons found in the alpha-proteobacteria carry a *repABC* operon, while iterons origins are only found in small plasmids in these bacteria ([@B128]). These observations suggest that iteron chromids, which are SeqA dependent, could not allow the tight replication initiation control of the alpha-proteobacteria megaplasmids and chromids.

After the initiator/origin interaction, the following steps, which correspond to the unwinding of the AT-rich region and to the recruitment of the replisome proteins, might also be regulated, but this has not been studied yet. In the case of the iterons plasmids, the recruitment and loading of the helicase DnaB involves a direct interaction of the helicase with DnaA and/or the plasmid initiator ([@B153]; [@B140]). The interaction between RctB and DnaB has to be shown, as well as the DnaA binding to *ori2*, and its involvement in the DnaB loading. On the contrary, the *repABC* chromid origins do not contain DnaA boxes and thus it is tempting to think that RepC proteins interact directly with the helicase.

An important feature distinguishing the replication control of the two types of chromid is based on the existence (or not) of controls driven by other replicons. Indeed, the *repABC* multi-scale controls seem to be strictly intra-molecular, meaning that all the necessary sequences are carried by the replicon and located within the *repABC* operon ([@B40]). The results obtained with *B. abortus* and *A. tumefaciens* chromids reveal that these chromids initiate their replication once per cell cycle and after the chromosome ([@B67]; [@B23]). This raises the question of how the *repABC* chromids can be replicated in synchrony with the main chromosome. In contrast, replication control of *Vibrio* iteron chromids involves an inter-molecular interaction ([@B133]). The recent discovery of *crtS* and of the physical contacts between Chr1 and Chr2 reveals a unique checkpoint control of replication in bacteria ([@B5]; [@B133]). The determinants of this contact between Chr1 and Chr2 still have to be identified. Contacts between *crtS* and *ori2* may alter RctB binding and handcuffing activity, or other unknown process involved in Chr2 replication initiation. This new checkpoint implies a transfer of information between the two replicons, which apparently take a time equivalent to the replication of 200 Kbp ([@B133]). This temporal delay corresponds to the time necessary to deliver the message of the *crtS* replication to the *ori2*, allowing to the remodeling of RctB activities and to the recruitment of the replisome, but the precise events and players involved in it, have yet to be determined.

At the moment, the reasons for the requirement of a replication delay for secondary replicons remains unknown. In *V. cholerae*, initiation of replication of Chr2 is delayed such that replication termination of Chr1 and Chr2 occurs at the same time. This could facilitate the coordination of the final steps of segregation before cell division. The location of *crtS* is highly conserved within the *Vibrio*. The *crtS* position may have been selected throughout evolution by the constraint imposed by this activation delay. The importance of multiple chromosomes to coordinate their replication and the importance for Chr1 and Chr2 to finish replicating at the same time remains in the realm of conjecture.
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